
 

Being a pain is one way to stand out

Radio has always been a difficult medium through which to convey an advertising or marketing message: much as its
proponents call it the "theatre of the mind", the reality is that most of us pay far more attention to visual and auditory cues...

A radio ad - and particularly one aired in a prime slot - has to have something that can grab a potential customer by the
ears.

One of the things that works really well in radio is the irritation factor, where the voice of the person or the sound effects are
awful but, because of that - not in spite of it - they can get the listener to focus.
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Often the reaction is a cringe or an inward clenching of one's good taste muscles - but, in most cases, the brand will be
remembered with clarity. (Think of Semble-It, Continental Linens and Hirsch's Home Store from the past.)

That is precisely the case with the latest radio ad for Land Rover Genuine Parts. It has a whining (not unlike a sick starter
motor) voice repeating the words in a way that is supposed to suggest everything's working properly. And, it doesn't, and
the voice changes, implying a major (and expensive) mechanical catastrophe.

The problem with the ad is that, with all things grating, it does get worse as time goes on and the media planners don't
appear to have realised this, because it seems to be there every time I turn on the radio in the car.
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A friend of mine (a former Land Rover Defender driver herself, so you can't accuse her of bias) so hates the grating noise
that she mutes the radio when it comes on. She unhesitatingly give the ad an Onion.

But I disagree with her - and so did a number of ad people who were present when we were having the discussion. "The
end justifies the means," was our conclusion.

The Land Rover Genuine Parts ad is awful. But it works as a piece of marketing communication, so it gets an Orchid from
me.

Cell C hasn't had an easy time of it over the past few months - and I've given them a bit of stick myself about "how not to
handle a customer complaint", relating to the angry client and the banner he printed and displayed in public - click here for
a reminder.

Yet I was unexpectedly surprised by the company's new headquarters (near the Buccleuch interchange in Joburg) when I
went to have a meeting with them last week.

I had noticed the bold black-and-white Cell C sign (and wasn't it a stroke of marketing genius to change the colours in that
logo a few years back?) while driving on the highway, but the building itself - no, the large campus - was the epitome of
elegant industrial design.

It is every bit as impressive as Vodacom's Vodaworld was when those headquarters opened a decade or more ago.

The Cell C building sends a clear message (intentionally or unintentionally, I'm not sure which) that the company is tech-
savvy, it is substantial and - important for it as a challenger brand to the Big Two mobile networks - it is here to stay.

For me, there was a stunning contrast from the last time I went to Cell C's headquarters, in rented office blocks in Rivonia.

Something is going right at Cell C and that brand confidence is well expressed in the building.

It's unusual for architecture or design to get an Orchid from me, but in Cell C's case, it deserves one.

(And one other observation: the meeting went on until after 6pm and when I finally left, there were plenty of young,
energetic Cell C employees only heading home then - dedication, perhaps?)
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